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ի࢙ྣޠዷ! 会员/读者来函摘登

9/30/2002出版

༐รߙᇟร!

From: HUIXING HU [mailto:huixinghu@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2002 5:07 PM
Subject: Re: SAT II

From: JRWBCO@aol.com
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2002 3:11 PM
To: lzheng1@ford.com;
Subject: Appreciation
Hi, Jeff:
Hi, Zheng Liang gen,
I was pleasantly surprised at all the information the website proWe have just received 4 boxes of books which were
vides. It is through your dedicated effort that the CSAUS has given by Qiao Ban today via Fedex. They are all looked
been able to promote the Chinese culture in the U.S. for the bet- very good in quality and useful.
ter. Thank you so much!
I would like to say thank you on behalf of our board in
DMCLS. With your help and coordination, I am sure the
Huixing Hu!
shipped material will have a positive impact to our school
in many years to come.
Thank you again and please keep in touch.
ۢऔ: <ccsarizona@yahoo.com>
Zhu, Jirong, President of the board of DMCLS,TX !
ኙ໘: School record and student registrations
ಜ: 2002௰5ᆨ8 12:01
CCSA Staff wrote
Charles,
What a wonderful service you have provided to our school: the
on-line registration system! I have converted our school records to your system and it works great. I can not wait to see
our school members starting using the system soon.
Bo Guo CCSA Registration, AZ!
ۢऔ: "Zheng, Lianggen"

From: Wu, Xueming Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2002
To: Zheng, Lianggen (L.Jeff.) Subject:
RE: Library books
Hi, Dr. Zheng,
I have received the books and they are in excellent condition. Thank you very much.
BTW, if there are unclaimed books, we would take more
since we have so many students at our school. Thanks.
Xueming Wu, Newton Chinese Language School, MA

ฏऔ: "Zou, Wei"
ಜ: 2002௰9ᆨ30 3:27
Zou Wei,
Thanks for the tech info. But very often we can not use that
feature, because sometimes members do need to communicate
to each other "horizontally", not just "vertically" to CSAUS
board. As long as a member believe it is appropriate, it is encouraged. But need to "avoid" un-necessary messages.
"Zou, Wei" wrote: Jeff, To avoid people using "reply to all",
you can put the csaus d-list in BCC field and put your e-mail in
TO field. The BCC field will not be shown in the
e-mail, so
no one can "reply to all" but only to you.

From: Wu, Xueming Sent: Monday, April 22, 2002
Hi Dr. Zheng,
Thanks for the great job by you and CSAUS. It is no small
task to coordinate this very thoughtful and meaningful free
book event. On behave of NCLS board, school, student
and parents, I like to express our great appreciation to you
and the CSAUS team.!

ۢऔ: "joe zhou" ฏऔ: "Zheng, Lianggen (L.Jeff.)"
ኙ໘: Re: Free-library-books project complete

Zou Wei Rochester, NY!

ಜ: 2002௰9ᆨ14 5:25
Dear Lianggen, all friends from Qiao Ban,
I am so happy to know that the Free-Library-Books project is finished. This project has tremendous positive impact on Chinese School operation. As a local cultural
school principal I really appreciate your great work! You
have done excellent job for the Chinese community in
USA.
My sincere acknowledgement is also due to Qiao Ban.
Joe Zhou, Ph.D. HSC at Gaithersburg Campus!
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